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Heirs of Montana book 2, the sequel to the bestselling Land of My Heart. With the love of her life

missing in the Montana wilderness, a young woman must manage a ranch on her own. 1870

Montana ranching proves to be a hard life for Dianne Chadwick. Her &supl;ancÃ©, Cole Selby, has

yet to return from his journey east. Unbeknownst to her, he has been captured by Indians, and

Takes-Many-Horses, who also loves Dianne, must decide whether or not to let him live. When her

uncle is attacked by a grizzly, Dianne is left to care for his family and manage the ranch. Can she

hold on to her faith and ride out the storm?
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The Coming Storm is book 2 of Tracie Peterson's Heirs of Montana Series. It becomes a MUST

READ as book 1 leaves you hanging. One has to get book 2! And then, Ms Peterson skillfilly

re-introduces certain characters into the plot so that the reader eagerly follows this book through to

the end. The historical evidence of this era leaves one thankful that we didn't live during the time of

settling the country as a homesteader. Prejudices are also skillfully portrayed between races and



classes, leaving the reader thankful for the freedoms and acceptance generally given today. Kudos

to Ms Peterson for this series presenting history and clean yet enticing romance.

I finally collected most of her books so now i get to read and enjoy! I got hooked on several of her

books and i compare them with Karen Kingsbury and Beverly Lewis. good clean, Christian, romantic

and funny books. with a message which is so important to me! You can't go wrong with any of

Tracie's books! I only buy from .com and they are much better then the so called wholesale

Christian book places, no shipping you can't lose! Enjoy! God Bless You!Warmly,Darlene :)

I chose to rate this book with a 4 because yes it is a very good book but because it is part of a

series some parts are left out. two I noticed was 1. Zane went back to be court martialed and gave

this great speech but you have to guess at the results. 2. Portia and Ned got married and then they

disappeared. unless something is written in the next book it left you hanging. I do love the way

Tracie is able to write with a spiritual maturity that has me bookmarking pages to be able to go back

and be inspired again. I recommend this book to believers in Christ as well as nonbelievers in hopes

that they will be led to believe.

I am enjoying this book very much. Tracie Peterson is one of my favorite authors.However, in this

story, The Coming Storm, I am noticing in several places the #8 is in the middle of a sentence. I

wonder if its a Kindle thing does the #8 appears in all forms of this story, ie(paperbacks/hardcovers).

It serves no purpose to the story that I can tell and is a little annoying. Thank goodness it hasn't

interfered with my enjoyment of it.

Great storyline and a fantastic series. You must read the whole series to get the whole story.

I love Tracie Peterson's books, love stories are the best and so far this series is great! I am going to

the read the other 2 now and see how they measure up.

Wonderful book. Captured my attention the whole way through. Can't wait to read the next book in

the series. Thanks

Oh my! I did not want to put this book down. I felt like I was living it. Traci Peterson has a way of

drawing you into the story and making you feel that it's your life. I shed tears just as the family did



when Bram died and so much joy when Lucas was born. Cannot wait to start the next part of their

journey.
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